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ClearPC® Apple® IPAD® Security Frame Deters Theft and Tampering of Your On Display IPAD®
CONTACT:
The Upgrade Path® Inc., (250) 721-3444, info@clearpc.ca
VICTORIA, BC, CANADA – Let’s face it, IPAD®s are EVERYWHERE and so are the thieves waiting to steal them! If
you or your company wants to display an IPAD® in a public space on a table top or as a wall-mountable display, ClearPC® has
developed an innovative way to protect it with the ClearPC® Apple® Ipad® Security Frame.
Made from one-quarter inch thick transparent acrylic plastic, the ClearPC® IPAD® Security Frame is chemically bonded
and features beveled edges, a power port opening to power/charge your IPAD®, a crescent-moon shaped slot for your home
button and 8 machine screw points to secure the Frame to a wall or table top.
“It’s a product we developed for Ali Baba’s pizza here in Victoria, BC,” says Frank G., designer and fabricator of the
ClearPC® IPAD® Security Frame. “Ali Baba’s was holding a contest to win an IPAD® and we had to come up with a solution.
We decided the best way for Ali Baba’s end users to view and touch the IPAD® was to place it in a secure frame just inside the
public area of every pizzeria on Vancouver Island. It’s a great way to display this product in a public space.”
As more and more public spaces benefit from touch pad technology, from airports to pizzerias, the one element missing
is the means to protect them. If you have an IPAD® to display in-store, in an Internet kiosk or café, on a wall space or any public
space for that matter, consider an IPAD Security Frame from ClearPC.
This item is manufactured exclusively at ClearPC®, custom manufacturer of clear acrylic cases of all kinds for more than
11 years.
For more information, please visit their web site at www.clearpc.ca
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